


We all face relentless distractions.  Our attention spans keep shrinking.  To succeed, 
communication needs to make the point at twitter-speed and be crafted with enough 
punch to stick.

So PRITCHETT created clips: 60-second video messages that drive self-directed 
change.

These days, anybody can be a worldwide broadcasting station. And the amount of in-
formation being transmitted has increased millions of times, bombarding our brains 
with far more information than we can process.
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today’s #1 communication problem:

Modern technology
—communication’s amazing enabler—has created



Every week new micro-messages flash on all your people’s computers or mobile 
devices, planting the seeds of change. Some clips trigger immediate shifts in people’s 
behavior. Others take more time. But you know you’re quietly, relentlessly shaping the 
collective consciousness and daily work habits of the entire organization.

Here’s how works:

This 3-factor effect of each micro-message drives personal growth, synchronizes 
workforce behavior, and improves job effectiveness all across your organization.

Attitude
The attitudinal aspect deals with the orgaization’s “spirit”—i.e., people’s 
emotional state or overall mindset. This is the psychological side of work, 
the “inner game,” and it’s the birthplace of personal effectiveness. 

Behavior
The behavioral component addresses people’s actual daily work habits. 
It’s aimed at improving everyone’s immediate job performance.

Learning
The learning angle produces longer-term effects, bringing out people’s 
potential and building a stronger work force for the future.
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clips’ 60-second videos are designed to engage your people from three converging 
directions:



MED is defined as the smallest dose that will produce a desired outcome. The MED not 
only delivers the most dramatic results, but it does so in the least time possible. 

The MED architecture of clips, based on PRITCHETT’s award-winning research, is 
designed to do the most with the least effort.
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INFORMATION GAINS VALUE
AS YOU REDUCE “NOISE”

(MED)
Minimum Effective Dose

clips™ is based on the concept of



Minimalist design for performance gains
clips derives unique power from its extreme brevity, serial hits, and 
synchronized involvement of the entire organization.

High production value
Use of sound, motion/animation, engagement, color, and compelling layout 
addresses multiple learning styles.

Sticky
clips are captivating, informative, and memorable, crafted for piercing 
clarity and high retention.

Engineered for today’s new cognition style
Message content and delivery mode are aimed toward a short attention, 
mobile-oriented, digital audience with no patience for boring, lengthy 
messaging.

Marketing oriented
clips are styled to sell key messages internally, with content structured 
like compelling advertising rather than dry “corporate-speak.”

Fits into people’s everyday routine
Employees have “anytime, anywhere” access to their weekly clips
message.

Measurable
the clips “gearbox” permits custom metrics to track penetration and 
messaging effectiveness.
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Friction-free
clips’ potent micro-messages flow smoothly and systematically to recipients 
according to a preferred schedule. The cadence, length of segments, and 
actual content can be easily adjusted to fit changing circumstances.

8 Transformative Design Factors



“If you want to transform your organization,
transform your messaging.”

—Price Pritchett

www.pritchettclips.com

Over the past 40 years PRITCHETT has built a worldwide reputation 
for its ability to pack a high-powered message into a very small 
space.  Our 30+ handbooks have over 20,000,000 copies in print. 
Practically all of the Fortune 1000 have used these tightly written 
pieces as part of their communication strategies.

8150 North Central Expressway • Suite 1350 • Dallas, Texas  75206
800-992-5922 • www.pritchettnet.com
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But today’s world demands much less…and far more. You must revolutionize your 
messaging, or people will tune you out.




